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INTRODUCTION

The scope of international human rights law (IHRL) obligations and responsibilities is limited by the state-centered approach of international law and the general presumption against extraterritoriality. However, shifts toward global interdependence have led to an increased role of non-state actors (NSAs) in the day-to-day lives of populations as they undertake operations and activities across national borders. Accordingly, there is growing recognition of both states’ extraterritorial obligations (ETOs) and NSAs’ human rights responsibilities. To effectively protect human rights, foreign states and NSAs must recognize and abide by their responsibilities and obligations. For some NSAs, like international financial institutions (IFIs) and corporations, there are few binding legal obligations and a hesitance from states in asserting jurisdiction over these actors. Enforcing these obligations is also difficult given the lack of effective enforcement mechanisms. However, recent successes demonstrate that NSA accountability is increasingly possible.

Haiti provides a salient example of the harms that are possible in the absence of strong accountability mechanisms for foreign states and NSAs. The substantial debt Haiti agreed to pay France in exchange for recognition of its independence was a consequence of the hostility engendered amongst colonial powers following Haiti’s successful slave revolt. This racially discriminatory debt resulted in a cycle of foreign aid dependence that persists to this day. In turn, dependence opened the door to the imposition of adverse foreign policies, perhaps most prominently exemplified by the U.S.’s nineteen-year occupation of the country beginning in 1915 and IFIs’ imposition of neoliberal policies in the latter part of the twentieth century. This dynamic served to reinforce pre-existing power structures and inequalities that imposed and then entrenched Haiti’s debt and has created significant obstacles to the realization and protection of fundamental rights. The substantial role that foreign states and NSAs still play in Haiti’s domestic policy prompts a necessary analysis of the human rights obligations of these actors and the applicability and availability of accountability mechanisms.

---

1 Haiti was the first and only successful slave revolt in the history of the world. For an extensive history of the Haitian revolution and its impact on the Atlantic world, see LAURENT DU BOIS, AVENGERS OF THE NEW WORLD: THE STORY OF THE HAITIAN REVOLUTION (2004).
With Haiti as a case study, this paper analyzes the human rights impacts of foreign states and NSAs, evaluates existing obligations under international human rights law, and argues for ETOs and the expansion and application of existing IHRL duties and obligations to NSAs. Section I explains how the current human rights situation in Haiti has its roots in the country’s cycle of debt and dependence and explores the way in which foreign states and NSAs have grown to play an increasingly dominant role in the country. Section II analyzes key international human rights violations by foreign states and NSAs in Haiti. Section III outlines the rights obligations of these actors. Section IV sets up the theoretical foundation of mechanisms capable of addressing these violations, including their successes in recent years, while acknowledging their challenges and limitations. Finally, Section V provides recommendations toward the restoration of Haiti’s autonomy and the strengthening of foreign actor accountability.

I. HAITI: A CASE STUDY

Haiti currently struggles to protect its population’s human rights, particularly economic and social rights such as an adequate standard of living, health, and education. Many of these challenges are rooted in the policies and engagement of foreign states and NSAs that have engendered dependence on external actors for funding and the provision of basic services. Many of the policies imposed on Haiti marginalized its communities, a pattern that has since been reinforced and become cyclical. For example, in 2014 Haiti became the most disparate country in Latin America and the Caribbean in terms of wealth. Income inequality has a range of detrimental political and economic effects, such as slower GDP growth, reduced income mobility, increased political inequality and polarization, declining standards of health, less access to education, and higher poverty rates. Indeed, fifty-nine percent of Haitians live below the poverty line and more than twenty-four percent live in extreme poverty.

---

A. Debt and Foreign Aid Dependence

Since its independence from France, Haiti’s racially discriminatory “independence debt” has forced it to become indebted to the international community. In 1825, to counter a commercial embargo by France and the U.S. (in retaliation for its 1804 revolution against slavery), Haiti reluctantly paid compensation to France for its lost slavery revenues. The agreement, negotiated under the threat of re-instituting slavery, included recognition of Haiti’s independence. The debt was more than ten times the Haitian government’s annual revenue at the time. It took Haiti over a century (until 1947) to repay it, even with later reductions of the principal, in part because France and subsequently the U.S. imposed high interest rates. In a six-part series on Haiti’s entrench debt, the New York Times calculated the total amount that Haiti paid to France: $560 million. The total economic cost to Haiti, however, was much larger—anywhere from $21 to $115 billion—largely because of all the additional debt that Haiti had to take on in order to pay the initial independence debt.

---


8 Ep. 55 ft. Gunther Handl, Does Haiti Have a Legal Right to Compensation from France?, CLAUSES & CONTROVERSIES (Oct. 18, 2021); LAURENT DUBOIS, HAITI: THE AFTERSHOCKS OF HISTORY (2013). Note that in Alex Dupuy’s Rethinking the Haitian Revolution, he explores how and why Haitian leadership chose to pay the independence debt to France.


11 Daut, supra note 6.


13 HALLWARD, supra note 9, at 12.


15 Gamio, supra note 12.

16 Id.
As a result, this independence debt, in addition to being odious,\textsuperscript{17} forced the country into a cycle of aid dependence. By 1900, Haiti was spending eighty percent of its national budget on foreign debt repayment.\textsuperscript{18}

To manage its international debt throughout the twentieth century, Haiti had to borrow from other nations, including the U.S.,\textsuperscript{19} Germany,\textsuperscript{20} and France.\textsuperscript{21} More than half of the money Haiti borrowed between 1875 and 1910 went to French lending banks, which charged additional commissions, fees, and interest.\textsuperscript{22} Moreover, the severe underdevelopment that resulted from Haiti’s need to prioritize debt repayments in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including the lack of investment in building strong institutions to protect the rule of law,\textsuperscript{23} meant the Haitian government had to seek assistance from IFIs in the latter part of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{24} These included the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB), and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)—IFIs that are all heavily influenced by Western European and/or U.S. interests.\textsuperscript{25} Between 1970 and 2004, the country accumulated over $1.2 billion in debt in addition to the original indemnity.\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{21} Tunzelmann, \textit{supra} note 12.


\textsuperscript{23} See, e.g. Tunzelmann, \textit{supra} note 12.

\textsuperscript{24} Note the economic instability resulting from Haiti’s debt repayment obligations to France and engendering corruption from the start, has led much to be written on the extent to which foreign actors have a responsibility to effectively monitor, and combat, the misappropriation of funds/aid in Haiti. As such, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

\textsuperscript{25} Four of the six most influential members of the WB and IMF boards are the United States, France, United Kingdom and Germany. The other two states with much voting power are Japan and Saudi Arabia. See \textit{Executive Directors and Alternatives}, WORLD BANK GROUP (Mar. 1, 2021), pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/241041541103873167?BankExecutiveDirectors.pdf; The heavy influence of the U.S. in IDB lending was also revealed when it unilaterally blocked loan disbursement for Haiti in 2001. See Dan Beeton, \textit{What the World Bank and IDB Owe Haiti}, GLOBAL POL’Y FORUM (July 25, 2006), https://archive.globalpolicy.org/opinion/20060724beeton.htm; The heavy influence of the U.S. in IDB lending was also revealed when it unilaterally blocked loan disbursement for Haiti in 2001. See Dan
Instances of debt cancellation by IFIs sometimes preceded cancellations of bilateral debt from donor states, and often only occurred when Haiti’s progress toward macroeconomic stability satisfied creditors. New loans and condition then directly followed the debt cancellation, thereby continuing a pattern of unsustainable debt and aid dependence. This cycle of aid dependence continues today, with over twenty percent of Haiti’s 2019-2020 national budget supported through foreign assistance.

B. Foreign State Interference

This cycle of aid dependence enabled foreign states to implement policies which had disastrous effects in Haiti, particularly on the country’s environment. France, in particular, maintained significant influence in the country through its former occupation and imposition of an independence.
debts which, for example, resulted in mass deforestation.\textsuperscript{32} Much of this deforestation occurred while Haiti was still a French colony, when France cut down trees to make room for sugar plantations.\textsuperscript{33} Deforestation intensified in the nineteenth century as Haiti exported mahogany to France in order to pay its independence debt; “by 1842 they were sending [four] million cubic feet of it overseas every year.”\textsuperscript{34} During the twentieth century, foreign states like the U.S. also played a role in the deforestation. A Haitian-American project in the 1940s and 50s destroyed millions of native or old-growth forests near Jérémie to plant rubber trees for World War II.\textsuperscript{35} Relationships between the Haitian government, local elites, and the international community then shaped the acceleration of deforestation in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{36} As of 2016, Haiti had less than one percent of its original old-growth forest.\textsuperscript{37}

In addition to the independence debt’s burden, Haiti lacked recognition by many countries—which viewed Haiti’s independence as a threat to their own slave-holding power\textsuperscript{38}—for more than five decades following its independence. The lack of international recognition deprived Haiti of commerce and trade opportunities, which could have offered important revenue to counteract the debt burden to France and the costs of fortifying the nation against external attack to protect its fragile independence. Throughout this time, U.S. policies in particular deprived


\footnotesize{34} O’Connor, supra note 32.

\footnotesize{35} Lucile Maerterns & Adrienne Stork, \textit{The Real Story of Haiti’s Forests}, \textit{BOOKS & IDEAS} 1, 3 (2017), https://core.ac.uk/reader/188207730; \textit{See}, e.g., Eleanor Warren-Thomas, et al., \textit{Increasing Demand for Natural Rubber Necessitates a Robust Sustainability Initiative to Mitigate Impacts on Tropical Biodiversity}, \textit{8 CONSERVATION LETTERS} 230 (Aug. 27, 2015), https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/conl.12170 (rubber forests are biological deserts relative to natural forests and utilize fertilizers and pesticides that contaminate the surrounding area, leading to further environmental degradation).


\footnotesize{37} S. Blair Hedges et al., \textit{Haiti’s Biodiversity Threatened by Nearly Complete Loss of Primary Forest}, \textit{115 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI.} 11850, 11850 (2018) (stating “primary forest cover in Haiti shrank from 4.4% in 1988 to 0.32% in 2016”).

\footnotesize{38} Catherine Porter et al., \textit{The Ransom: The Root of Haiti’s Misery: Reparations to Enslavers}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES} (May 20, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/20/world/americas/haiti-history-colonized-france.html (finding for many colonizing and slave-holding countries, Haiti’s independence “set a chilling precedent.” For example, U.S. lawmakers were concerned that recognizing Haiti’s independence would “offer enslaved people hope” and inspire further rebellion).
Haiti of capital and cemented the early roots of debt dependence. As a result of non-recognition by the U.S., the U.S. claimed Navassa Island—an island rich in wildlife and deposits of guano (the accumulated excrement of seabirds and bats, prized as fertilizer), located approximately thirty-five miles west of Haiti’s southern peninsula—under the U.S. Guano Act of 1859. The U.S. claimed Navassa before it formally recognized Haiti in 1862, even though Navassa was consecrated by Haiti’s Constitution as national territory. The U.S. claim, which has been referred to as “a legacy of racism from 100 years ago” and which has been protected by U.S. military intervention, resulted in a massive lost opportunity for Haiti’s economy. In the 1840s, guano was a very profitable industry around the world, including in the United States. Estimates indicate that over one million tons of guano were removed from the island between 1865 and 1901. Today, interest in guano has resurfaced due to increased demand for organic foods, with ecologists claiming over $1 billion in potential global profit. The U.S. maintains its illegitimate claim on Navassa Island to this day.
After recognizing Haiti’s independence, the U.S. had a particularly heavy hand over Haiti. In the 1800s, the Monroe Doctrine—which opposed European interference in the Western Hemisphere and later justified use of an “international police power” toward countries engaging in “chronic wrongdoing”—was central to U.S. foreign policy. As part of the “Roosevelt corollary to the Monroe Doctrine,” the U.S. eventually became a colonizer in Haiti in the 1900s as it continued to grow into its hemispheric hegemony. American banks that had consolidated and financed Haiti’s debt repayments influenced the U.S. government’s decision to occupy the country from 1915 to 1934. During this time, the U.S. controlled the country’s finances, imposed racial segregation and a forced-labor system, and installed governments sympathetic to U.S. intervention and policies. A rebel group called the “cacos” (after a bird endemic to Haiti) strongly resisted the occupation shortly after it began, but was ultimately defeated by the U.S. During the occupation, the U.S. and its financial institutions effectively ruled Haiti, changing domestic policies and imposing an “austerity budget, raising taxes on Haitian citizens, reducing them for corporations and slashing trade tariffs.”


47 Smith, supra note 46.

48 For example, City Bank Vice President Roger L. Farnham, who also served as a State Department advisor, “drafted a document arguing for U.S. military intervention to stabilize the country and protect U.S. financial and commercial interests.” With the U.S. occupation in 1915, “[t]he Farnham plan, as it was dubbed, was realized,” and “[t]he occupation provided the platform for City Bank’s takeover of the Banque Nationale while making City Bank’s imposition of a $30 million loan to the Haitian government almost risk free.” City Bank President Frank A. Vanderlip later described Haiti as “a small but profitable piece of business.” See Hudson, supra note 7; see also HANS SCHMIDT, THE UNITED STATES OCCUPATION OF HAITI, 1915-1934 (1971); Labrador, supra note 7; Edwidge Danticat, The Long Legacy of Occupation in Haiti, THE NEW YORKER (July 28, 2015), https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/haiti-us-occupation-hundred-year-anniversary.


removed revenue from the country and forced the economy into additional hardship. At the end of the U.S. occupation in 1934, military, political, and economic interventions continued in Haiti. These interventions favored the intervening states and their companies while harming the country’s population, particularly those most marginalized. For example, following the end of U.S. occupation, the U.S. created a gendarmerie (a military force with civilian law enforcement responsibilities) to replace the Marines, and U.S. administrators maintained control over Haiti’s budget until 1947 to ensure the repayment of loans taken out after the invasion. Subsequent policies that further exerted dominance over Haiti’s affairs also had devastating consequences for the country’s domestic production and economy. The 1980s’ campaign to eradicate the Creole pig and repopulate with foreign pigs is one such example, with disastrous environmental and economic effects that linger through the present day. At the behest of the U.S., Canada, Mexico, the IDB, and others, Haiti attempted to slaughter their entire pig population to address African Swine Fever, and then imported pigs from the U.S. to replace them. The campaign, which

---


52 Danticat, supra note 48.

53 Joos, supra note 50; see also Danticat, supra note 48.


56 Id.; Allan Ebert, Porkbarreling Pigs in Haiti, 6 MULTINATIONAL MONITOR (1985), https://www.multinationalmonitor.org/hyper/issues/1985/12/ebert-porkbarrel.html

57 PROJET D’ERADICATION DE LE PESTE PORCINE AFRICAINE ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE L’ÉLEVAGE PORCIN EN HAITI (PEPPADEP), 10th COORDINATING COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT PEPPADEP-DELMAS, 14-16 (Nov. 1983), https://books.google.ca/books?id=P9qAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=PEPPADEP&hl=en&ei=W5FQTETmPMeatweN8Zi3A&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&ved=0ahUKEwiTnQOFpVIbAhUEeS0KHsQPgw0Q6ECAIQAA#v=onepage&q&f=true.
acknowledged the challenges of repopulation that would inevitably degrade Haiti’s physical environment, had disastrous economic consequences for smallholder farmers. The farmers never received adequate compensation and the American pigs often became sick, needed expensive feed, and yielded fewer litters. On the other hand, American agribusiness firms profited substantially by selling their pig stocks to replace the slaughtered Creole pigs.

C. Interference by Foreign Non-State Actors

Decades of interference by NSAs—both IFIs and corporate actors—has shaped Haiti’s development and had a profound effect on the enjoyment of human rights within its borders. IFIs imposed conditional loans that had far-reaching and lasting consequences for Haiti’s self-sufficiency and economic development. Corporate actors then used these reforms as an opportunity to exploit Haiti’s cheap labor and resources. This Section discusses the specific ways in which these NSAs’ policies and actions have affected and continue to affect human rights in Haiti.

1. Interference by international financial institutions

Foreign actors’ influence in Haiti took on a new form in the late twentieth century. Beginning in the 1970s and accelerating in the 1980s and 1990s, the IMF imposed economic reforms known as “structural adjustment” requirements on heavily-indebted countries in return for loans. These requirements relied on austerity measures, including tax reforms, trade liberalization, and privatization of state-run services.

58 Ebert, supra note 56.
59 Id. (explaining that pig ownership in Haiti is similar to a bank account, with pigs comprising thirty percent of peasantry’s income); Cody, supra note 55; Michael Deibert, The International Community’s Responsibility to Haiti, THE GUARDIAN (July 12, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2010/jul/12/haiti-earthquake-redevelopment.
60 Paisley Dodds, Food Imports Hurt Struggling Haitian Farmers, NBC NEWS (Feb. 26, 2010), https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna35608836.
61 Ebert, supra note 56 (“The Haitian-American Meat and Products Company (HAMPCO) and the U.S. pig producers stand to gain nearly $1 billion from AID’s project. Only the HAMPCO facilities will be used by AID and the swine stock to be procured under the project will be produced and sold by U.S. swine farmers. HAMPCO is leasing its Port-au-Prince facility to IICA for nearly $1 million.”).
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termed the “Washington Consensus” in 1989, these policies were adopted and widely supported by IFIs and imposed on middle- and low-income countries.\textsuperscript{64} The adoption of the Washington Consensus in Argentina, for example, included the lowering of tariffs that protected unskilled labor-intensive sectors, such as textiles. The effect was destruction of these jobs, massive unemployment, and a widening wage gap between skilled and unskilled workers.\textsuperscript{65}

The IMF imposed structural adjustment policies in Haiti through its conditional lending agreements to ensure debt repayment and economic restructuring. This practice began in 1987 with its Structural Adjustment Facility\textsuperscript{66} and was followed by its Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility from 1996 to 1999,\textsuperscript{67} its Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility from 2006 to 2009, its Extended Credit Facilities from 2010 to 2019, and its Rapid Credit Facility in 2020.\textsuperscript{68} Although these latter facilities in the twenty-first century reflected the IMF’s recognition of some of the deleterious effects of past conditional lending agreements,\textsuperscript{69} structural reforms continued to

\textsuperscript{64} SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL FOR GOVERNMENT POLICY, DOING GOOD OR DOING BETTER: DEVELOPMENT POLICIES IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD, (Monique Kremer, Peter van Lieshout & Robert Went eds., 2009), https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/35310/340016.pdf?sequence=1#page=138; Lopes, supra note 62.


\textsuperscript{66} U.N. Conf. on Trade and Dev., The Least Developed Countries 2000 Report, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/LDC/2000, (Oct. 11, 2000), https://unctad.org/en/docs/ldc00_ch4.en.Pdf ("The SAF was a lending facility under which low-income countries were provided with highly concessional assistance from the IMF which was conditional on the implementation of an agreed three-year program of policy change, consisting of three annual programs with an agreed timetable which was monitored.").


\textsuperscript{69} JAMES M. BOUGHTON, Chapter 13 Policies for Development: From Structural Adjustment to Poverty Reduction and Growth, in TEARING DOWN WALLS: THE INT’L MONETARY FUND 1990-1999 649 (2012), https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/history/2012/pdf/c13.pdf. In the early 1990s, there was a growing recognition that “[e]ven if [low-income countries] faithfully carried out an adjustment and reform program equal to one typically expected of a middle-income borrower, expecting them to stabilize the debt burden and escape from reliance on exceptional financing within the three-year term of a Fund-supported arrangement was not realistic.” Id. at 640. In 1997-1998, an external review of ESAFs determined that “the way staff was interacting with national authorities in low-income countries” played a major part in the programs’ failure to support countries in gaining financial independence and sustainable growth and “tended to undermine the domestic political process.” Id. at 643-44. In 2020, the IMF recognized that the growth of monetary financing of the fiscal deficit in early 2020, a condition of the March 2019 loan, led to “an acceleration of inflation” which, in combination with a year and a half of political instability, left the Haitian economy with “zero buffers to withstand the [COVID-19] crisis.” Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: Request for Disbursement Under the Rapid Credit Facility Programme, IMF Staff Position Note 20-06 (Oct. 20, 2020), https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/10/20/pr20125#p1.

195
play a major role, and elements of austerity conditions remained embedded in the agreements.\textsuperscript{70}

The imposition of Washington Consensus policies and over-emphasis on public spending cuts impeded these countries’ abilities to invest in health, education, and infrastructure to benefit their populations.\textsuperscript{71} These cuts accelerated declines in key areas of human rights, especially for the most marginalized.\textsuperscript{72} For example, lack of funding in Guatemala resulted in inadequate spending on the criminal justice system, leading to high murder rates, impunity for violent crimes, and impaired public safety (especially


\textsuperscript{72} N.Y.U. INT’L ORGS. CLINIC, supra note 71.
for vulnerable members of the population).\textsuperscript{73} A recent study analyzing the policies of twelve IFIs found that they harmed the lives of women, men, and sexual and gender minorities—largely due to the imposition of austere public social spending cutbacks and the privatization of services and infrastructure.\textsuperscript{74} Washington Consensus policies affected public spending in Haiti in three key ways, through an emphasis on (1) debt servicing, (2) expenditure limitations and fiscal discipline, and (3) tax policy.

First, IFIs insisted on debt servicing within their lending agreements, which limited the fiscal space available for spending on health, education, and infrastructure,\textsuperscript{75} despite regularly acknowledging the need for increased spending in these areas.\textsuperscript{76} IFI loans consistently require Haiti to prioritize


\textsuperscript{74} See ELAINE ZUCKERMAN & THANH MAI BERCHER, UNMET GENDER PROMISES: MAKING IFI POLICIES AND PROJECTS DELIVER ON GENDER EQUAL RIGHTS, GENDER ACTION (2020) http://genderaction.org/docs/Unmet_Gender_Promises_Report.pdf (including the IDB-financed Caracol Industrial Park project in Haiti in the study and finding that public social spending cutback policies “ultimately benefited corporations more than poor women and men whose lives IFIs claim to improve”).


clearing arrears (debt outstanding after the due date has passed).77 Failure to do so can lead to the suspension of loan disbursements and the cancellation of social projects.78 Loan conditions also prioritize the non-accumulation of arrears on public-sector foreign debt over public-sector domestic debt,79 leaving financing to the Haitian Central Bank which then accumulates the arrears.80

This emphasis on debt servicing requirements remains unchanged despite Haiti’s struggle to meet them.81 The IMF acknowledged the devastating consequences of arrears accumulation in 2020, which were likely to involve “shortages of goods like fuel, interruptions in public services like electricity, lower growth, and erosion of confidence in fiscal


78 Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: Staff Monitored Program, Country Rep. No. 03/260, at 41 (Aug. 2003), https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2016/12/30/Haiti-Staff-Monitored-Program-16825 (“Disbursements to the Government of Haiti were suspended in January 2001 due to the accumulation of arrears to the World Bank. A health project closed in March 2001 as scheduled, and credit balance for a total of US$16.5 million for two remaining operations (road rehabilitation/maintenance and forest/parks protection technical assistance) were canceled in June 2001. Haiti was placed on non-accrual status in September 2001 and the two remaining operations closed on December 31, 2001.”).

79 Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: Request for Disbursement under the Rapid Credit Facility – Press Release; Staff Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for Haiti, supra note 69, at 28.


Yet, as recently as April 2020, the Haitian government secured a new IMF loan of $111.6 million to address the COVID-19 pandemic. The IMF also approved a $299 million loan to the Haitian government just thirteen months prior, which included further conditions on deficit reduction. Although the conditions of the April 2020 loan limited the financing of the deficit in response to the financial costs of the COVID-19 pandemic, the IMF continued to emphasize balancing a “focus on closing the fiscal financing gap while making room for measures to counter the impact of COVID-19.” In August 2021, the IMF took steps to ameliorate the issue by approving allocations of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) of approximately $650 billion. However, Haiti was allocated only $157 million, which was insufficient to create any meaningful change in Haiti’s debt crisis, particularly given the need for additional spending on social services in light of the pandemic.

Second, along with debt clearance, IFIs’ focus on expenditure limitations and fiscal discipline has likewise adversely affected Haitian population. When Washington Consensus policies were first imposed in the country, they reflected a perspective applied both in Haiti and beyond—that spending on health, education, and other social programs that helped the poor were “profligate” government spending rather than an investment in human capital and growth enhancement. As such, IMF loans and staff-

---

82 Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: 2019 Article IV Consultation – Press Release, Staff Report, and Statement by the Executive Director for Haiti, supra note 30, at 12.
83 Fresnillo, supra note 27; Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: Request for Disbursement under the Rapid Credit Facility – Press Release; Staff Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for Haiti, supra note 69, at 24.
84 Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: Request for Disbursement under the Rapid Credit Facility – Press Release; Staff Report; and Statement by the Executive Director for Haiti, supra note 69, at 5. In Haiti’s Letter of Intent for the April 2020 loan, Haiti expressed a goal of “limiting public sector deficits, including the significant losses related to the energy sector” through increased domestic revenue through customs and taxes. Id. at 21.
85 Int’l Monetary Fund, IMF Managing Director Announces the US$650 billion SDR Allocation Comes into Effect, INT’L MONETARY FUND (Aug. 23, 2021), https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2021/08/23/pr21248-imf-managing-director-announces-the-us-650-billion-sdr-allocation-comes-into-effect (“The SDR allocation will provide additional liquidity to the global economic system – supplementing countries’ foreign exchange reserves and reducing their reliance on more expensive domestic or external debt. Countries can use the space provided by the SDR allocation to support their economies and step up their fight against the crisis.”).
monitored programs88 focused on reforming the ministerial budget and restricting discretionary ministerial spending.89

Third, IFIs focused on tax policy as a way of bolstering fiscal space for investment in social services in Haiti despite previous failed attempts at direct taxation in the nineteenth century. This approach failed to generate enough funds,90 in part because of the country’s large informal working sector.91 The decade following the implementation of the first structural


adjustment policies in Haiti saw a marked deterioration in the state’s ability to provide basic services due to revenue declines.92

These policies have often benefited foreign states and NSAs.93 Trade liberalization policies, in particular, weakened Haiti’s agricultural capacity94 by lowering tariff levels on key agricultural products including rice, implementing a free-floating exchange rate regime, and eliminating import quotas.95 Loan conditions have directed Haiti to privatize key basic infrastructure services and, by limiting available funding for public spending, have forced the country to seek assistance from humanitarian organizations and external aid agencies.96

Despite the domestic unpopularity of these foreign-imposed policies,97 the Haitian government has been, and continues to be, in a disadvantaged position to negotiate the IFI loan conditions that enable this foreign control.98 First, the country maintains an acute need for funds and is encouraged to externally finance its debt to IFIs, which perpetuates a system of external debt reliance.99 Despite their own acknowledgment of

---

92 World Bank, Implementation Completion Rep.: Haiti, Emergency Econ. Recovery Credit, supra note 76.
94 Id.
97 Haitian farmers protested the lowering of tariffs on rice, which allowed American rice to flood the market. See, e.g., Leah Chavla, Has the US Rice Export Policy Condemned Haiti to Poverty?, HUNGER NOTES (Apr. 23, 2010), https://www.worldhunger.org/us-rice-policy-condemned-haiti-poverty/.
98 For an opposing view, see Irfan Nooruddin & Joel W. Simmons, The Politics of Hard Choices: IMF Programs and Government Spending, 60 INT’L ORG. 1001 (2006), https://www.jstor.org/stable/3877854?seq=1 (“The conditions, rather than being an independently set list of policy reforms to achieve economic growth and external balance, are the outcome of bargaining between the IMF and the participating country.”).
Haiti’s high risk of debt distress for decades and the need to shift resources toward social programs and investment, IFIs nonetheless treat Haiti’s debt as sustainable. Instead of pursuing debt forgiveness and providing grants, IFIs continue to provide further usurious conditional loans to the country based upon economic projections that ignore Haiti’s political, social, and economic realities.

Second, IFI loans are sometimes a precondition for grants and loans by bilateral donors and financing from other IFIs in low-income countries, making it essential that Haiti comply with their conditions. Borrowing states are also pressured to accept the proposed terms and successfully conclude a loan agreement with IFIs because the IFIs’ decision to refuse loan assistance “send[s] a strong message to the markets and other potential lenders” that a country’s economic policies are unsound, deterring investment.

Third, IFIs and the member states who control them have demonstrated a willingness to wield their power and position to ensure compliance with their policies, and have in the past withheld funds in order to impose them. Following the 1991 coup d’état that ousted Haiti’s first democratically elected President, the U.S., one of the largest IFI donors, agreed to facilitate the President’s 1994 return to Haiti in exchange for sweeping economic reforms requested by IFI donor states. These reforms included drastic policy changes such as the plummeting of tariffs,

---

100 Int’l Monetary Fund, Haiti: 2019 Article IV Consultation – Press Release, Staff Report, and Statement by the Executive Director for Haiti, supra note 30, at 24.
104 IFIs, such as the WB and IMF, have withheld funds from Haiti as a means to influence domestic decision-making (i.e., withholding funds due to allegations of election fraud in 2000, urging Haiti to hold new elections). See Beeton, supra note 25.
privatizing various industries, and significantly cutting the country’s civil service.106

Finally, there is a power imbalance built into IFI lending processes, which enables institutions to ensure that the Haitian government agrees to their loan conditions. For example, IFIs prepare the loan terms, while borrowing countries only have the option to accept, reject, or amend these terms, and not to propose their own, making the drafting process coercive by nature.107 Furthermore, the loan needs final approval from the IFIs’ executive boards.108 Coupled with the borrowing country’s reliance on IFI funds, this creates a disproportionate incentive for borrowing states like Haiti to accept conditions as initially proposed by the IFI, in the hopes that the loan will be successfully approved and disbursed. That this incentive is real is evidenced by the parallels between IFI recommendations and the Haitian government’s commitments in subsequent letters of intent, which summarize the outcome of negotiations between the IFI and the borrowing state.109 The two tend to be very similar, demonstrating the degree of coercive influence IFI “recommendations” have on Haiti.110

---

106 The economic conditions that were requested of the Aristide administration upon return can be found at Freeman, supra note 96; Meeting records from the Paris donor conference can be found at Int’l Bank for Reconstruction & Dev. [IBRD], Meeting of the Consultative Group for Haiti, Paris, France, January 30-31, 1995, Report of the Proceedings by the Chairman (May 3, 1995), http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/548201468273711115/pdf/819750BR0A9RD80Box0579855B00PUBLIC0.pdf.

107 IMF staff unilaterally prepares the initial draft of the loan agreement, including its conditions, in the form of a briefing paper (once initiation for a loan is made either through IMF’s own staff or a member state, the IMF’s area department staff will draft a “briefing paper,” which becomes the basis for the negotiation with the borrowing state and “represents the Fund’s concept of the program the recipient ought to undertake in order to qualify” for the assistance). This document is eventually negotiated with the borrowing state, Haiti, but Haiti can only accept, reject, or amend what has been proposed, instead of preparing and proposing conditions on its own. See KENDALL W. STILES, NEGOTIATING DEBT: THE IMF LENDING PROCESS (1991); see also Michael Mussa & Miguel Savastano, The IMF Approach to Economic Stabilization, In’l MONETARY FUND 79, 87 (1999), https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/654380.

108 For the loan to be finalized, the letter of intent—which captures agreed loan conditions following the negotiations between IMF and Haiti—must be approved by the IMF managing director and the executive board. Mussa & Savastano, supra note 107, at 87-88 (“the [IMF] mission makes it clear to the authorities that negotiations will be conducted ad referendum, and that no agreement is final until the program is cleared by IMF management and approved by the IMF’s Executive Board”). This approval structure also applies to WB loans (which also require executive board approval as their final step). See Jonathan Cahn, CHALLENGING THE NEW IMPERIAL AUTHORITY: THE WORLD BANK AND THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF DEVELOPMENT, 6 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 159, 169 (1993).


110 Mussa & Savastano, supra note 107, at 89. Scholars have noted that IFIs like the WB or IMF “can exert leverage merely by signaling its interest in certain policy changes to the borrowing country.”
borrowing states is also evident in the WB and IMF joint lending processes involving structural adjustment. Countries in dire economic situations, such as Haiti in 1994, can request “debt rescheduling”—known as a Paris Club—from the French Treasury.111 Because this Paris Club is convened when countries are at risk of “imminent default” and are willing to accept wide-ranging conditionalities, and because IFIs take on a quasi-trustee role in the process, borrowing states have very little bargaining power in shaping loan terms.112

2. Corporate Abuses
Corporations have not only benefitted greatly from IFI-imposed economic reforms and state policies,113 they have also caused harm at their


111 “The Paris Club is a process intended to give a debtor country relief from current payments of official debt,” and “usually involves three elements: (1) the granting of partial relief from current obligations through rescheduling of selected debt payments; (2) additional lending by the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) and World Bank to underwrite the “gap” between anticipated debt relief and those obligations which the creditors will not reschedule; and (3) policy reforms imposed upon the developing country requiring that a greater proportion of national income be dedicated to debt repayment.” Cahn, supra note 108, at 171-72.

112 Scholars note that in the Paris Club process, “the IMF and World Bank take on a governance role that may best be likened to that of a trustee in bankruptcy,” though not accountable as a trustee. Id.

113 For example, during the U.S. occupation of Haiti in the early 20th century, the U.S. and its financial institutions virtually “ruled” Haiti, changing domestic policies and imposing an “austerity budget, raising taxes on Haitian citizens, reducing them for corporations and slashing trade tariffs.” This greatly benefitted corporations, even as it impeded Haitians’ enjoyment of their economic rights. Vincent Joos, Haiti’s Deadly Riots Fueled by Anger Over Decades of Austerity and Foreign Interference, THE CONVERSATION (July 26, 2018), https://theconversation.com/haitis-deadly-riots-fueled-by-anger-over-decades-of-austerity-and-foreign-interference-100209. See also Rocio Cara Labrador & Diana Roy, Haiti’s Troubled Path to Development, CENTER ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Sept. 17, 2021), https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/haitis-troubled-path-development.
own discretion that has resulted in widespread violations of Haitians’ human rights. The mining and garment industries provide particularly salient examples.

The Haitian government, heavily encouraged by IFIs (like the WB) who provide technical assistance for mining sector development, has opened the door to foreign mining corporations to operate in Haiti. Although no mines have yet been built, American and Canadian mining corporations have already been accused of using their exploration permits to enter into land access agreements with Haitian landowners without informed consent and without proper compensation, exploiting Haitians and impacting their livelihoods. The WB has also been working toward passing a new mining law in Haiti (which has been delayed due to the ongoing political crisis), which would allow mining corporations to commence mining operations. Advocates have heavily criticized the WB’s efforts for lacking both community consultation and adequate social and environmental protections. Advocates are also concerned that once this law is passed, mining operations—which use vast amounts of water and produce chemicals that are discharged into the environment, contaminating water sources and eroding topsoil—will result in violations of the rights to water and a clean, healthy environment.

The IFI-imposed trade liberalization policies described above that destroyed Haiti’s agricultural sector facilitated its replacement with the

---


115 Global Justice Clinic & Haiti Justice Initiative, supra note 114, at 40.


117 “To say that we are going to develop the mining sector in the country is to say that we have chosen to live in a place where water will not be available, while the little water that there is will be, will be contaminated,” warns the Haitian Mining Justice Collective, which advocates on behalf of those impacted by mining operations in Haiti. Plusieurs Organisations Sociales Alertent Sur Une Crise de L’eau en Haïti, ALTERPRESSE (Mar. 22, 2022); GJC & Haiti Justice Initiative, Byen Konte, Mal Kalkile? (Dec. 2015), https://chrgj.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/byen_konte_mal_kalkile_human_rights_and_environmental_risks_of_gold_mining_in_haiti.pdf; Global Justice Clinic & Haiti Justice Initiative, supra note 114, at 82.
garment industry.\textsuperscript{118} U.S. trade incentive programs\textsuperscript{119} made it incredibly cheap for foreign companies to import clothing manufactured in Haiti using raw materials exported from the U.S. or other partner countries.\textsuperscript{120} As a result, foreign clothing companies now dominate Haiti’s garment industry and are directly responsible for widespread labor and human rights violations, including wage and benefits theft, workplace sexual harassment and assault, and illegal firing of union workers.\textsuperscript{121} This is also an important example of how Haitians do not have control over their own economy. The foreign-controlled garment industry accounts for ninety-one percent of all Haiti’s exports\textsuperscript{122} and Haitians’ livelihoods are at the whims of foreign corporate actors.\textsuperscript{123}

Haiti’s need for foreign countries and IFIs to externally finance its large independence debt opened the door for foreign influence and occupation. The U.S. occupation preceded policies that further exerted foreign dominance over Haiti’s affairs as well as structural adjustment policies that demanded neoliberal economic reforms in the country. These policies in turn provided an opportunity for corporations to take advantage of cheap labor and trade incentive programs to exploit Haiti’s people and resources, leading to additional rights violations. Throughout this time, the effects of foreign interference influenced the emigration of Haitians, who sought exile and refuge in other countries, including the Dominican Republic, the U.S., and Canada.\textsuperscript{124} Due to the diaspora’s ties to their

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{118} Sandra Wisner & Kristina Fried, Unfolding Haiti’s Garment Industry: Decades of Unaccountable Foreign Interference, OPinterest JURIS (Apr. 12, 2022); Isabel Macdonald, 10 Years Ago, We Pledged to Help Haiti Rebuild. Then What Happened?, IN THESE TIMES (Jan. 12, 2020), https://inthesetimes.com/features/haiti_earthquake_recovery_us_aid_anniversary_military_waste.html.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Sandra Wisner & Kristina Fried, supra note 118.
\item \textsuperscript{124} Manuel Orozco, Understanding the Remittance Economy in Haiti (World Bank, Final Draft, 2006), https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=f23c364bf3598da20614ccad968cb0ff501df49
\end{itemize}}
families back home, remittances to the country have increasingly become the engine of the Haitian economy, further perpetuating Haiti’s reliance on outside actors. As discussed in Section II, this system of dependence and entrenched unequal power structures has created significant obstacles to the realization and protection of fundamental human rights in Haiti.

II. IMPLICATED HUMAN RIGHTS

The cumulative impact from the decades of acts and policies imposed by foreign actors since Haiti’s independence have resulted in violations of the population’s economic and social rights, including an adequate standard of living, health, work, and education. Haiti’s desperate attempts to generate the required revenue to repay its independence debt have included the wholesale restructuring of the rural tax base, a direct independence debt tax on Haitians, over-production and taxation of cash crops, and deforestation. These measures rendered economic and agricultural diversification impossible, made food imports necessary, and left the population’s basic needs unmet. The continued material burden of slavery and colonization manifested in the form of an independence debt.

which—alongside subsequent conditioned loans and other foreign interference—distorted the development of Haiti’s economy, government, and democratic institutions. This set the stage for centuries of poverty and political instability. The resulting human rights violations were particularly impactful due to their interconnectedness—violations of the right to water or the right to social security, for example, led to violations of a host of other fundamental rights.

A. Implicated Economic and Social Rights

Foreign-imposed policies have particularly impeded Haitians’ rights to water, a healthy environment, an adequate standard of living, social security, education, and health. They have also shifted the provision of critical social services away from the government and toward the private sector, making populations who depend on those services vulnerable to changes in external financing.

1. Right to Water

Because a large portion of Haiti’s national spending has been allocated toward paying off debt, the government has lacked the funds necessary to invest in the development of crucial infrastructure such as roads, telephone networks, and, importantly, pipelines and water sanitation facilities. Haitians thus not only lack access to adequate

on behalf of the Haitian people, but that effort ended in 2004, when the elected Haitian government was deposed by a military coup implicating Canada, the U.S. and France. See Jacqueline Charles, Aristide Pushes for Restitution from France, MIA. HERALD (Dec. 18, 2003), http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/haiti/haiti-restitution.htm; Phillips, supra note 50; Constant Méheut et al., Demanding Reparations, and Ending up in Exile, N.Y. TIMES (May 26, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/20/world/americas/haiti-aristide-reparations-france.html.

133 Daut, supra note 6; Labrador & Roy, supra note 7; Hallward, supra note 9, at 12.


amounts of water but also access to clean water,\textsuperscript{138} which violates both their right to water, as set out in Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),\textsuperscript{139} and their right to health, as set out in Article 12 of the ICESCR.\textsuperscript{140} These violations amplified the impact of the introduction of cholera to Haiti by the United Nations (UN) in 2010, which killed nearly 10,000 and infected more than 800,000 people, according to official UN numbers.\textsuperscript{141} Mining activities risk further exacerbating the lack of access to clean water, as mine construction can contaminate waterways and mining operations—although not yet underway—will likely result in both chemical contamination and water quality reduction.\textsuperscript{142}

2. \textit{Right to a Healthy Environment}

The damage that deforestation does to the environment may have long-lasting effects on human rights in Haiti. Although the right to a healthy environment is not covered by the ICESCR or any other global human rights treaty, both the UN Human Rights Council\textsuperscript{143} and the General Assembly\textsuperscript{144} have adopted non-binding resolutions explicitly recognizing the right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable environment as a universal human right. In addition, it is implicitly recognized as a precondition to other rights, including the right to life, food, health, and an adequate


\textsuperscript{140} ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 12.


\textsuperscript{143} G.A. Res. 48/23 (Oct. 5, 2021).

\textsuperscript{144} G.A. Res. 76/300 (Jul. 26, 2022).
standard of living.\textsuperscript{145} In the context of Latin America and the Caribbean, the right to live in a healthy environment for both present and future generations is enshrined in the Escazú Agreement.\textsuperscript{146} The Agreement also seeks to protect the right to sustainable development through guaranteeing implementation of “the rights of access to environmental information, public participation in the environmental decision-making process and access to justice in environmental matters, and the creation and strengthening of capacities and cooperation.”\textsuperscript{147}

Researchers warn that if the current rate of deforestation continues, Haiti could lose all its forests in the next two decades.\textsuperscript{148} In 2018, a court in Colombia found that deforestation in and of itself constitutes a violation of the right to a healthy environment.\textsuperscript{149} Further, deforestation leads to subsequent harms such as worsening the impact of climate change, natural disasters,\textsuperscript{150} and topsoil erosion that depletes nutrient rich soil and can result in complete desertification.\textsuperscript{151} These consequences of deforestation equally violate the right to a healthy environment, and, in this way, deforestation also contributes to violations of the right to water,\textsuperscript{152} the right to food,\textsuperscript{153} and


\textsuperscript{147} Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean (Escazú Agreement) art. 1, Sept. 27, 2018, No. 56654.


the right to housing. Many of the consequences of deforestation are also potential consequences of mining. Both mine construction and actual mining operations can lead to soil erosion and water and air pollution, which would violate Haitians’ right to a clean and healthy environment.

3. Right to an Adequate Standard of Living

The imposition of fiscal austerity conditions, which prioritized debt servicing, fiscal discipline, privatization, and trade liberalization, has destabilized Haiti’s ability to invest in its population and accelerated declines in key human rights areas. Trade liberalization introduced cheap food imports, put farmers out of business, impeded Haiti’s ability to provide its own food supply, and increased rates of malnutrition and food insecurity. The high rate of food insecurity among low income Haitian households, a violation of Haitians’ right to an adequate standard of living as set out in Article 11 of the ICESCR, has led to a host of other related harms. These include the deterioration of health due to malnutrition.

\footnote{153} ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11.
\footnote{154} Id.
\footnote{156} See, e.g., N.Y.U. INT’L ORGS. CLINIC, supra note 71.
\footnote{157} “According to the Environmental Working Group, Arkansas farmers received more than $2 billion in direct payments from the federal government between 1995 and 2011, half of which was for rice production. Riceland Foods and Producers Rice Mill, the first- and second-largest recipients of federal subsidies in the state, received over $868 million in subsidies during the same period . . . [f]or years, organizations . . . have harshly criticized American rice subsidies for enabling the United States to dump its product in developing countries at depressed prices.” Maura R. O’Connor, Subsidizing Starvation, FOREIGN POL’Y (Jan. 11, 2013, 11:55 PM), https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/01/11/subsidizing-starvation/.
\footnote{160} Since the tariff reduction, “rice-growing areas now have some of the highest concentrations of malnutrition and poverty . . . [r]ice farmers have responded to the lower prices by cutting down on their household costs, such as health and education, and the women among them have taken on additional work as rural labourers.” Kicking Down the Door: How Upcoming WTO Talks Threaten Farmers in Poor Countries, OXFAM INT’L at 26-27 (Apr. 2005), https://oxfamlibrary.openrepository.com/bitstream/handle/10546/114531/bp72-kicking-down-door-110405-en.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.
lower enrollment in education, and exploitation in manufacturing industries, where many Haitians who lost their livelihoods from agriculture sought employment. Tax cuts for corporations have encouraged corporate actors to outsource manufacturing to Haiti. These corporate actors have been accused of egregious labor rights violations and contribute to the previously mentioned human rights violations associated with poverty.

---

161 School enrollment has consistently been lower in rural areas hard-hit by agricultural liberalization policies: “while three of four children in urban areas start in primary school, only around half of the children in the rural areas are given this opportunity.” Henriette Lunde, *Youth and Education in Haiti: Disincentives, Vulnerabilities and Constraints*, FAFO (2008), https://www.fafo.no/media/com_comnetsukii/10070.pdf. Educational attainment for rural children is closely linked to income, and researchers have found that “even when the farmers are able to sell their crops before the start of the school year, the surplus is often not enough to set aside money for school fee[s]” because “other expenses must be covered first, like paying workers who have assisted during the harvest and buying fertilizer.” *Id.* at 28. Overall, “there is good reason to believe that the high increase in costs of fertilizing, in combination with the increase in prices of food and fuel, have forced rural children out of school in Haiti, or prevented them from starting.” *Id.*

162 “The collapse of the Haitian agricultural sector, beginning in the late 1980’s, has perpetuated an exodus from rural areas to more crowded urban centers. However, few prospects, in terms of jobs, were available at the time these migrants moved to the cities . . . As a byproduct of economic liberalization, some foreign investment managed to trickle into Haiti,” including “American clothing companies [that] set up sweatshops in trade zones in Haiti where workers were paid an average wage of $.30 per hour.” In January 2004, “a 110-pound sack of American rice sold for $22.50, which would require 75 hours of labor, yet by May 2004, the price went up to $45, meaning that a Haitian sweatshop worker would have to work 150 hours just to acquire one sack of rice.” *Bill Clinton’s Heavy Hand on Haiti’s Vulnerable Agricultural Economy: The American Rice Scandal*, COUNCIL HEMISPHERIC AFFS. (Apr. 13, 2010), https://www.coha.org/haiti-research-file-neoliberalism%E2%80%99s-heavy-hand-on-haiti%E2%80%99s-vulnerable-agricultural-economy-the-american-rice-scandal/. For more on the impact of trade liberalization policies on Haitians’ right to education, see *infra* Section II.A.5.


4. *Right to Social Security*

The focus on taxation policy to bolster fiscal space for investment in social services and the foreign provision of such services following the imposition of Washington Consensus measures reduced social safety nets for the working class, especially those working within Haiti’s informal sector. Formal employment in Haiti “remains small (thirteen percent of the labor force) with agriculture and urban informal sectors still providing most of the employment with about forty percent and forty-seven percent of the labor market, respectively.” Because of low formal employment, contributory schemes do not raise enough revenue to create social safety nets. This leads to a violation of the right to social security as set out in Article 9 and General Comment 19 of the ICESCR. Those social programs which do exist “are characterized by limited coverage, are often ad hoc, cover small geographical areas or [are] narrowly defined, and are scattered across numerous institutions.” Corporate actors have also contributed to the reduction in social safety nets—in 2022, every garment factory operating in Haiti under U.S. trade incentive programs was found to have violated international and Haitian labor standards with respect to the provision of social security and other benefits. There is no evidence that garment factories operating under U.S. trade incentive programs have ever lost trade benefits as a result of these violations.

5. *Right to Education*

The limitations on social services spending have further led to Haiti falling short in another key area of development: education. Article 13 of the ICESCR guarantees the right to an education including compulsory, free, and available primary education and different forms of secondary education, which “shall be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive

---

165 WBG, *supra* note 91, at xii.
167 Oxford Pol’y Mgmt. & World Food Programme, *supra* note 90 at ii.
168 Better Work Haiti, a program that works with all garment factories in Haiti exporting to the U.S. to identify areas of noncompliance with core labor standards and help bring them into compliance, reported limited remediation efforts in factories. 24th *Compliance Synthesis Report Under the Hope Legislation: Haiti, BETTER WORK HAITI (May 2021-June 2022)*, https://betterwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/BWH_24th_Compliance_SR_HOPE-II_English.pdf.
introduction of free education.” Haitians have limited access to education as a consequence of inadequate investment in education and the emphasis on humanitarian organizations, external aid agencies, and the private sector providing these services. The vast majority of educational institutions are fee-charging private schools. In a country with such high rates of extreme poverty and food insecurity, these fees are prohibitively expensive, making education unattainable to a large sector of the population. Nearly 180,000 school-aged children are not in primary or secondary school and the adult literacy rate is a dismal 61.7%. The severely limited availability of free public education in Haiti is clearly a violation of the right to education, which requires that states provide free education to all at the primary level and “take concrete steps toward achieving free secondary and higher education.”

6. Right to Health

Inadequate spending on healthcare due to the imposition of structural adjustment policies has left Haitians vulnerable to death from preventable disease. Haiti’s public spending on health is a mere $13 per capita a year, which is below the average for low-income countries and far below the regional average. From 2010 to 2016, health spending in Haiti was between 7.7% and 9.1% of the GDP, but less than 10% of that amount was government spending—the rest came from external (non-Haitian) financiers, private households, and businesses. Due to a shortage of

\[170\] ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 13.


\[175\] “[T]he government health expenditure per capita in Haiti is $13 dollars, which is lower than the low-income country average of $15 dollars. This indicator is much lower than the average for neighboring countries like the Dominican Republic ($180 dollars) or Cuba ($781 dollars) and the Latin American and Caribbean region, which has a public expenditure of $336 dollars per capita.” Better Spending Better Care: A Look at Haiti’s Health Financing, WBG at 9 (Jun. 1, 2017), https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/haiti/publication/better-spending-better-care-a-look-at-haitis-health-financing.

healthcare workers\textsuperscript{177} and the unequal clustering of health care services in metropolitan areas,\textsuperscript{178} access to primary and preventive health care, particularly for the poor, is low. The lack of adequate healthcare also disproportionately affects women and children—infant and maternal mortality rates are still five and three times higher than the regional average, respectively.\textsuperscript{179} Because the right to health, as outlined in Article 12 of the ICESCR, encompasses healthcare that is available in sufficient quantities and accessible to all,\textsuperscript{180} the shortage of healthcare workers and the lack of accessibility of healthcare facilities for Haitians living in rural areas violates Haitians’ right to health.

7. Foreign Administration of Social Services

With direct budget support from foreign actors accounting for 20.5\% of Haiti’s 2019-2020 budget, and the majority of national spending on health and education within the past decades coming from external financiers, private households, and businesses rather than the government itself, the funding of critical social programs in Haiti and the resulting fulfilment of human rights remains volatile. Indeed, reliance on external assistance for servicing the population’s fundamental rights has led to further harms when the external assistance was unexpectedly decreased, stalled, or canceled.\textsuperscript{181}


\textsuperscript{178} Wenjuan Wang et al., Limited Service Availability, Readiness, and Use of Facility-Based Delivery Care in Haiti: A Study Linking Health Facility Data and Population Data, 5 GLOB. HEALTH SCI. & PRAC. 244, 244 (2017), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5487087/.


The failure of the IDB-funded water project in Haiti, first promised in 1998, demonstrates the harmful effects of aid reliance.\textsuperscript{182} Despite the severity of the water crisis in Haiti, the U.S. purposefully used its influence to delay the disbursement of IDB loans due to political considerations—even though the IDB’s Articles of Agreement explicitly prohibit taking political considerations into account.\textsuperscript{183} This delay then led Haiti to default on its loans, triggering the IDB policy that prevents the Bank from releasing the loans.\textsuperscript{184} As a precondition to release the blocked loans, Haiti had to agree to a Staff Monitored Program (SMP) by the IMF, which required severe economic reforms.\textsuperscript{185}

Making matters worse, the delayed water project did not significantly improve access to water and sanitation\textsuperscript{186} and even made water more expensive by requiring a tariff which would then be put toward the repayment of loans.\textsuperscript{187} The ongoing lack of access to clean water exposes the population to water-borne illnesses; for example, it significantly contributed to the nearly decade-long cholera epidemic that began in 2010\textsuperscript{188} and the 2022 resurgence of the deadly disease,\textsuperscript{189} claiming the lives of many.\textsuperscript{190} This specific example demonstrates how the actions of IFIs and their Member States stand in the way of Haitians’ ability to exercise their right to water.\textsuperscript{191} This interference culminates in violations of other rights dependent on the right to water, including the right to an adequate standard of...

\textsuperscript{182} See Beeton, infra note 25.
\textsuperscript{183} See Agreement Establishing the Inter-American Development Bank art. VIII, §5(f), Apr. 8, 1959, O.A.S.T.S. No. 14.
\textsuperscript{184} See Beeton, infra note 25.
\textsuperscript{185} Id.
\textsuperscript{186} Varma et al., infra note 75.
\textsuperscript{187} Id.
of living, the right to health, the right to adequate housing, the right to education, and the right to food.

Consequently, the imposition of Washington Consensus policies encouraged Haiti to privatize key, basic infrastructure services and to seek assistance from humanitarian organizations and external aid agencies due to budgetary concerns. A lack of government services left gaps that private organizations have subsequently tried to fill, creating cycles of dependence and harm to the population’s rights.

B. Implicated Civil and Political Rights

The negative effects not only extend to the above-discussed economic and social rights but also to civil and political rights, particularly the right to political participation. The right to participate in public affairs is included in Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), as well as in other international treaties such as the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).

The right to participate in public affairs is broadly interpreted and includes political participation—either directly, such as by voting on referenda, or through freely chosen
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192 ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11; G.A. Res. 217(III), supra note 125, at art. 25.
193 ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11; G.A. Res. 217(III), supra note 125, at art. 25.
194 ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11; G.A. Res. 217(III), supra note 125, at art. 25.
195 ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11; G.A. Res. 217(III), supra note 125, at art. 25.
196 ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 11; G.A. Res. 217(III), supra note 125, at art. 26.
198 WBG, Haiti: Country Assistance Evaluation, supra note 96.
representatives that are elected according to international election obligations and standards.\textsuperscript{203} Haiti’s foreign-imposed cycle of aid dependence and foreign control has hindered its ability to exercise democratic control. In the age of globalization, global actors have a powerful influence which can undermine the direct power of democratically elected local government systems.\textsuperscript{204} In a highly aid-dependent country like Haiti, external aid agreements shape a substantial part of its domestic policy, and this executive-led process therefore violates the people’s right to political participation. The lack of effective checks and balances between different branches results in an increasingly centralized executive that is in control of external aid agreements, while the legislature is reduced to a performative rather than substantive role in ratifying the treaty.\textsuperscript{205} This system limits the ability for political participation in negotiating international aid agreements in Haiti and opens the door to corruption and patronage.

Furthermore, the right to political participation under the ICCPR requires that “[elected] representatives do in fact exercise governmental power and that they are accountable through the electoral process for their exercise of that power.”\textsuperscript{206} The scope of political participation is meant to cover “all aspects of public administration, and the formulation and implementation of policy at international, national, regional and local levels.”\textsuperscript{207} Haitians’ rights to political participation are violated because not only do elected officials lack the real governmental influence and power required by the right to political participation, as explained above, but those entities that influence Haitian policies, such as IFIs, other states, and corporate actors, are neither elected by, nor accountable to, the people of Haiti. Directing foreign aid to humanitarian organizations instead of the government and privatizing key basic infrastructure services further removes power and control from the hands of elected officials in crucial areas like education and healthcare. This consequently reduces the Haitian


\textsuperscript{206} General Comment No. 25, supra note 203, at ¶ 7.

\textsuperscript{207} Id. at ¶ 5.
people’s ability to meaningfully participate in those areas through their elected officials.\textsuperscript{208}

III. HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS OF FOREIGN STATES AND NON-STATE ACTORS

Actions and policies imposed by foreign states and NSAs have adversely impacted Haitians’ enjoyment of their human rights and the state’s ability to advance such rights. The right to water discussed above is just one example of the harmful effects of aid reliance caused by these foreign actions and policies\textsuperscript{209} and the importance of accountability of foreign states and NSAs. Their responsibility in Haiti is two-fold: not only do their actions have a direct, negative effect on the human rights of Haitians, but they also impede the Haitian state’s ability to advance human rights.\textsuperscript{210}

Both states and NSAs have responsibilities under international human rights law. State obligations, including as Member States of IFIs, stem from binding international legal conventions and their extraterritorial application.\textsuperscript{211} NSAs, such as foreign corporations and IFIs, have certain responsibilities to respect human rights based in soft-law instruments and initiatives.\textsuperscript{212}

\textsuperscript{208} Philip Alston explored the effect of inadequate funding and the problematic role of NGOs in his 2007 Report on Extrajudicial Killings: “Foreign donors are playing a complex, and in some ways problematic, role: rather than funding projects that the State cannot afford, they are funding projects that the State has simply opted not to be able to afford. Insofar as these projects benefit those with the least power over the legislative agenda, such foreign assistance is commendable. Moreover, foreign assistance makes up a relatively small proportion of the Government’s budget, and its withdrawal would not necessarily stimulate more responsible fiscal policies. Nevertheless, the donor community should carefully consider whether its assistance is doing as much as possible to push the State to assume its own responsibilities.” Alston, supra note 73, at 25.

\textsuperscript{209} Varma et al., supra note 75.

\textsuperscript{210} The rights of future generations are beyond the scope of this paper.

\textsuperscript{211} International Human Rights Law, OHCHR, https://www.ohchr.org/en/instruments-and-mechanisms/international-human-rights-law#:~:text=By%20becoming%20parties%20to%20international conventions and their extraterritorial application. NSAs, such as foreign corporations and IFIs, have certain responsibilities to respect human rights based in soft-law instruments and initiatives.\textsuperscript{212}

A. State Obligations

There is an emerging consensus that states have extraterritorial obligations (ETOs) relating to their acts and omissions that have effects on the enjoyment of human rights beyond their borders. States also have obligations of a global character to take “joint and separate” action to promote and respect human rights, even if they do not have sufficient “control” over a specific body or process. These global obligations are set out in the UN Charter, which binds all UN Member States, and human
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214 Maastricht Principles, supra note 211, at Principle 8(b). This is opposed to the traditional understanding of State exercise of jurisdiction abroad through either effective control over territory or physical authority over an individual. See Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 31[80]. The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Add. 13 (May 26, 2004).

215 U.N. Charter, arts. 55, 56.

rights instruments, which bind States parties to the instruments. The Maastricht Principles, which clarify states’ ETOs under existing international law, delineate states’ responsibilities for actions or omissions “that create a real risk of nullifying or impairing the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights extraterritorially... where such nullification or impairment is a foreseeable result of their conduct.”

Under this principle, states are in violation of their ETOs “even if other, intervening causes, also played a role in the violation.”

States’ ETOs are also triggered in situations where they are “in a position to exercise decisive influence or to take measures to realize economic, social and cultural rights extraterritorially.” This principle is particularly relevant in the context of state responsibility for actions of NSAs, such as IFIs and corporations, as states often exert substantial influence over these actors’ activities abroad. Importantly, ETOs flow from obligations in human rights conventions, such as the ICESCR and ICCPR. For instance, Member States of the UN or IFIs (like the IMF or the WB) who are parties or signatories to those conventions are in violation of their ETOs under either principle if they vote for an action over which they exercised decisive influence and which has foreseeably negative consequences on the enjoyment of human rights in any country. However, “[even] in the absence of any [such] particular link between a State and the denial of human rights in [other] States [there may be] obligation[s] of a global character.” Situations where deprivation of individuals’ socio-economic rights cannot be attributed to a particular actor or a particular obligation—as may be the case for states that are not parties
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217 See, e.g., ICESCR, supra note 125, at art. 2(1); Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), Dec. 18, 1979, 1249 U.N.T.S. 13.

218 Maastricht Principles, supra note 211, at Principle 13; see also id. at Principle 9(b) (“A state has obligations to respect, protect and fulfil economic, social and cultural rights in any of the following: (b) situations over which State acts or omissions bring about foreseeable effects on the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights, whether within or outside its territory.”).


220 Maastricht Principles, supra note 211, at Principle 9(c).


222 Signatory states to international conventions, while not bound by all the provisions of the convention, are nevertheless obligated to refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purpose of those conventions.


224 Olivier De Schutter et al., supra note 219, at 1102.
to the relevant human rights conventions—give rise to such global human rights obligations.  

**B. Non-State Actor Obligations**

IFIs’ obligations are largely defined by their Member States’ obligations, however they also have human rights obligations under the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) has accordingly called on IFIs to consider impacted communities’ economic, social and cultural rights prior to implementing lending activities, for example, through the preparation of human rights impact statements and by taking measures to protect critical human rights. Furthermore, the Human Rights Council has recognized that IFIs have an independent obligation to respect human rights. This includes avoiding “causing adverse human rights impacts” and addressing such impacts when they occur.

Corporations are increasingly understood to have independent responsibilities to protect and respect human rights in the context of business activities and to ensure access to an effective remedy for individuals and groups affected by such activities. These human rights responsibilities are recognized both by the international community in

---


instruments such as the UN Guiding Principles (UNGPs) on Business and Human Rights, as well as by corporate actors themselves when they sign onto specific principles like the Equator Principles, which serve as a risk management framework for financial institutions. Many U.S. companies have signed onto these voluntary initiatives; for example, 998 U.S.-based corporations have signed onto the UN Global Compact. However, without an effective enforcement and monitoring mechanism, the UN Global Compact and similar non-binding instruments fail to hold companies accountable. Recognizing the growing need for binding human rights obligations for businesses, in 2014 the UN Human Rights Council started drafting a legally binding treaty on business and human rights.

At the domestic level, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that breaches of customary international law may apply to Canadian corporations acting abroad. Other courts allow similar duty of care theories to proceed based on representations that the corporation has adopted corporate social responsibility (CSR) standards like the UNGPs.
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232 See Who’s Involved, U.N. GLOB. COMPACT, https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-ge/participants/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search%5Bkeywords%5D=&search%5Bcountries%5D%5B%5D=209&search%5Bper_page%5D=10&search%5Bsort_field%5D=&search%5Bsort_direction%5D=asc (last visited Apr. 4, 2023).

233 For the latest draft of this treaty, see LEGALLY BINDING INSTRUMENT TO REGULATE, IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW, THE ACTIVITIES OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (July 16, 2019), https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HR Council/WGTransCorp/OEIGWG_RevisedDraft_LBI.pdf.


At the same time, and as discussed further in Section IV, some other domestic courts have questioned whether there is corporate liability under customary international law and have declined to hold corporations liable for human rights violations, making it difficult to enforce these obligations.  

IV. THE NEED TO STRENGTHEN ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

Effective grievance mechanisms are essential to preventing and ensuring accountability for harmful foreign policies and loan conditions, as well as providing for the right to a remedy for resulting human rights violations. Several IFIs have formal grievance mechanisms, but these do not function to address harms like the ones described herein. While, currently, there is a lack of effective international, domestic, and administrative mechanisms, successes in recent years point to promising developments, particularly within certain spheres like domestic litigation.

The following is a general analysis of the enforcement mechanisms available to address human rights accountability for foreign states and NSAs, such as corporate actors and IFIs. It addresses domestic and international judicial mechanisms as well as institutional complaint mechanisms. Due to restrictions in the reach of these measures, not all of them are applicable to the specific context of Haiti.

A. International Judicial Mechanisms: State Accountability

Legal accountability for state human rights violations, jointly or individually, may be pursued through international courts and treaty bodies. Although global obligations have not been litigated in or recognized by international courts, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) is able to address violations of a state’s ETOs, and therefore, theoretically, states may bring a case against the responsible state(s) at the international level. Protocol on Amends. to the Protocol on the Statute of the African Ct. of Just. & Hum. Rts., (adopted by the African Union on June 27, 2014, not yet entered into force).


237 A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. These are standard human rights recourses that are extensively explained elsewhere, see, e.g., Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Making Human Rights a Reality: The Human Rights Mechanisms, https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/AboutUs/IK_HR_mechanisms_En.pdf; see also Geir Ulfstein, The Oxford Handbook of International Environmental Law (Daniel Bodansky, Jutte Brunée & Ellen Hey eds., 1st ed. 2008).

ICJ for violating articles 55 and 56 of the UN Charter. The ICJ, however, presents two major obstacles: it requires some form of state consent for jurisdiction, and only allows for complaints submitted by states, not individuals. Even if the violating state consented to jurisdiction, the Haitian government would have to be ready and willing to bring a complaint on behalf of its people—an unlikely prospect given the power imbalance between Haiti and IFI Member States and Haiti’s foreign-imposed aid reliance.

Alternatively, impacted individuals could sue the responsible state(s) at a regional human rights tribunal or file a communication with the relevant treaty body. For example, individuals may bring complaints against states responsible for extraterritorial violations before the CESC, the United Nations Human Rights Committee, or the European Court of Human Rights. These mechanisms are not without weaknesses: all three require some form of state consent for jurisdiction, and while the decisions of the ICJ and human rights tribunals are binding,
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239 U.N. Charter, arts. 55, 56. (requiring under Article 55 that UN Member States promote “(1) higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and development; (2) solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems; and international cultural and educational cooperation; and (3) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. Article 56 requires Member States to “take joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55.”).

240 Treaty provisions may grant the ICJ jurisdiction over disputes surrounding a specific treaty or a special agreement between parties may grant the ICJ jurisdiction over a specific case. Statute of the International Court of Justice art. 36(1), Oct. 24, 1945, T.S. No. 993.


243 The CESC monitors the ICESC. The ICESC has the competence to receive communications regarding countries that have signed the Optional Protocol. G.A. Res. 63/117, annex (Dec. 10, 2008).


the decisions of treaty bodies are not. Furthermore, although they remain a viable option in theory, these mechanisms have yet to address states’ ETOs in the context of economic, social, and cultural rights.

B. Domestic Judicial Mechanisms: Corporate Actors and IFI Accountability

Domestic judicial mechanisms may be effective for holding IFIs and corporate actors accountable. Host states have agreements with international organizations, including IFIs, outlining the privileges and immunities of the organization, which largely preclude jurisdiction of domestic judicial mechanisms over the organization. However, immunities are usually given only to the extent required for the international organizations to function. While international organizations with a broad range of functions, like the UN, have a wide range of immunities, the extent of immunities is more limited for economic and specialized organizations like the WB or the IMF. This makes domestic judicial remedies against IFIs a viable, if fraught, option.

Domestic judicial mechanisms are increasingly available against corporate actors in the host as well as home states. In Haiti, these actions in the host state may be seen as largely unavailable due to the power imbalance perpetuated through foreign policies that has hindered the functionality of the justice system. Meanwhile, home state litigation may


249 HENRY G. SCHERMERS & NIELS M BLOKKER, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL LAW: UNITY WITHIN DIVERSITY 1032-1033, (Kluwer L. Int’l, 3rd rev. ed. 2011). For some organizations, including organizations belonging to the World Bank group and most regional development banks, immunities are already restricted according to their constituent instruments. See e.g., Agreement Establishing the Inter-American Development Bank, supra note 183, at art. XI, §3.


be available. In the U.S., the Alien Tort Statute (ATS) has allowed universal jurisdiction over violations of international law, including jurisdiction in cases against corporations that have aided and abetted violations of human rights abroad.\textsuperscript{252} However, the focus on corporate actors has also led to focused litigation against these mechanisms which by now, at least in the U.S., has effectively hollowed them. In more recent years, the scope of the ATS was substantially limited through the Supreme Court’s decisions in \textit{Kiobel v. Dutch Petroleum}\textsuperscript{253} and \textit{Jesner v. Arab Bank}.\textsuperscript{254} Now there is a presumption against extraterritorial application of the statute and a hesitance to apply it to corporate actors for fear of foreign-relations issues. Similar civil actions against corporate actors are still available in the Netherlands,\textsuperscript{255} the U.K.,\textsuperscript{256} and Canada.\textsuperscript{257}

C. Institutional Complaint Mechanisms: IFI Accountability

Accountability for IFI misconduct is available through complaint mechanisms internal to each organization’s rules that aim to be impartial, though these mechanisms are limited. The currently available mechanisms are the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO) dispute resolution process for IFC/MIGA projects;\textsuperscript{258} the Independent Consultation and Investigation Mechanism (MICI) for Inter-American Development Bank projects;\textsuperscript{259} and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{253} The Supreme Court limited the ATS to conduct occurring within the U.S. or on the high seas. \textit{Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.}, 569 U.S. 108, 1667–69 (2013).
  \item \textsuperscript{254} The Supreme Court held that only U.S. corporations may be sued under the ATS. \textit{Jesner v. Arab Bank}, PLC, 138 S. Ct. 1386, 1390 (2018).
  \item \textsuperscript{255} Rechtbank Den Haag [Court of Justice The Hague] 1 mei 2019, (Kiobel/Shell) (Neth.).
  \item \textsuperscript{256} \textit{UK Companies Responsible for Business and Human Rights Violations Overseas}, MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP (June 8, 2020), https://www.mofo.com/resources/insights/200608-uk-human-rights-violations.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{258} Based on an ADR process, the CAO mechanism “works with the stakeholders to develop a jointly agreed process of assisted negotiation, mediation or other collaborative strategy for addressing issues raised in the complaint.” Office of the Compliance Officer Ombudsman, \textit{CAO Operational Guidelines}, WORLD BANK (2013), https://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/137211476348756904/pdf/108859-WP-ENGLISH-CAO-Operational-Guidelines-2013-PUBLIC.pdf.
  \item \textsuperscript{259} The Inter-American Development Bank’s Independent Consultation and Investigation Mechanism (MICI) reviews allegations that the complainants “have suffered or may suffer harm due to the failure of the IDB Group to comply with one or more of its Relevant Operational Policies within the context of an operation financed by one of the institutions that are part of the Group.” The complaint
the Grievance Redress Service (GRS) and Inspection Panel for WB projects. Except for the more collaborative CAO Complaint mechanism, the accountability measures that exist are designed to hold IFIs accountable to a set of principles that these organizations created themselves, not to the people directly impacted and whose human rights are violated. As such, some of these mechanisms cannot function precisely because they internalize all these organizations’ problematic theories and fail to see their conditionality as harmful or to recognize a rights-based approach to aid.

In 2015, Haitian communities tried to utilize the WB’s mechanism to express concerns over the lack of public consultation and the social and environmental impacts of a Bank-funded project to develop Haiti’s mining sector. Even though the Bank acknowledged that the complaint raised “serious and legitimate” concerns, it denied the complaint on the narrow and technical ground that the Bank’s social responsibility policies do not

260 The World Bank has a limited complaint mechanism, called the Grievance Redress Service (GRS) which is only available for individual cases of adverse impacts regarding specific loan agreements. But to make use of the GRS, the project must be currently active. Following the filing of a complaint, a designated committee comes up with a proposal of measures to address the issue. If accepted by the complainants, then the measures are implemented. If not, the complaint is closed.  


apply to a “Bank-Executed Trust Fund”—the specific lending arrangement for the mining project in question.\textsuperscript{264} The Bank’s refusal to address the issues in the complaint demonstrates how these complaint mechanisms can fail at a fundamental level. Beyond these underlying concerns, there exist many practical barriers to accessing remedies, including language barriers, lack of information, and lack of access to resources and technology to submit complaints.\textsuperscript{265} There is no analogous accountability mechanism through which people negatively affected by aid could file a complaint at the IMF. The IMF has also had limited engagement with civil society organizations (CSOs), though in recent years, there have been more efforts in this area. The original 2003 Guidelines on Staff Engagement with CSOs were reformulated in 2015 through a consultation process where CSOs could submit comments.\textsuperscript{266} Furthermore, the IMF, in conjunction with the WB, holds an annual civil society policy forum.\textsuperscript{267} However, this engagement is limited to CSOs at the international level, and IFIs have been criticized for their lack of engagement with CSOs on the ground.\textsuperscript{268} Currently, international courts and treaty bodies do not have jurisdiction over IFIs or corporations for human rights claims.\textsuperscript{269} The Malabo Protocol, a treaty which would establish the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples’ Rights, gives the new court jurisdiction


over corporations.\textsuperscript{270} Unfortunately, the Malabo Protocol has not yet reached the fifteen state ratifications needed to enter into force.\textsuperscript{271}

\textbf{D. Successful Application of Enforcement Mechanisms Against Corporate Actors and IFIs}

While the above-mentioned mechanisms have their weaknesses, NSA accountability is a growing area of human rights law under which some of these mechanisms have been used successfully in advocacy campaigns and beyond. Recent successes in the application of enforcement mechanisms demonstrate that holding corporate actors and IFIs accountable is increasingly possible through internal complaint mechanisms and domestic courts.

In 2017, Haitian farmers filed a complaint through the IDB’s MICI to obtain redress for their farmland, taken by the Haitian government as part of the IDB-funded construction of the Caracol Industrial Park (CIP) in 2011.\textsuperscript{272} The consequent 2018 agreement, which was negotiated between the Haitian government, the IDB, the farmers, and their representatives, aimed to address and improve management of social and environmental problems at the CIP and provide affected households with several options for redress.\textsuperscript{273} Although some of those households have received what was promised to them, as of June 2022, many are still waiting to reap the


benefits of this historic agreement. Meanwhile, the U.S. Supreme Court has opened the door to holding IFIs responsible in U.S. courts, at least in theory. In *Jam v. International Finance Corporation*, the U.S. Supreme Court narrowed the immunities applicable to international organizations, thereby opening the courts for future litigation against IFIs. The Court noted that the immunity granted to international organizations under the U.S. International Organizations Immunities Act (IOIA) was the same “restrictive immunity” granted to states under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA), which denies immunity for claims “based upon a commercial activity carried on in the United States by the foreign state.”

There have been similar successes in suing corporate actors in domestic courts. In recent cases in Canadian courts, plaintiffs have sued corporations for their extraterritorial conduct, garnering some benefit for future litigation. Indigenous Guatemalan women sued Canadian mineral mining corporation Hudbay Minerals in Canadian court for rape and sexual assault committed by a subsidiary’s security guards as part of the eviction process from indigenous lands. The Ontario provincial court determined that the Canadian parent mining company could be tried in Canada for the
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276 Id.


human rights violations perpetrated by its subsidiary abroad. This concept has the potential to expand access to justice for victims of abuses linked to corporate actors, in particular where remedies in host states may be limited.

In another Canadian case, Eritrean plaintiffs filed a civil suit against Canadian corporation Nevsun Resources alleging that the company was complicit in local subcontractors’ use of forced labor. In February 2020, the Canadian Supreme Court dismissed Nevsun’s appeal, holding that “since the customary international law norms raised by the Eritrean workers form part of the Canadian common law, and since Nevsun is a company bound by Canadian law, the claims of the Eritrean workers for breaches of customary international law should be allowed to proceed.”

This case was the first time an appellate court in Canada permitted a mass tort claim for modern slavery and, like Hudbay, it also set precedent for allowing tort suits against Canadian corporations for extraterritorial human rights violations of their subsidiaries.

Similarly, the Supreme Court of the U.K. has “affirmed that a parent company that sufficiently intervenes, controls or advises the relevant operations of its subsidiary may bear liability for the breach of its duty of care toward the people affected by those operations.”

Despite the availability of certain international, domestic, and institutional accountability mechanisms, enforcement of states and NSAs’
obligations remains difficult. While opportunities for redress in both international and domestic courts exist, they have significant gaps in terms of viability. International mechanisms—many of which may issue only non-binding recommendations—require state consent for jurisdiction, and domestic courts are inconsistent in their willingness to hold IFIs and corporate actors accountable. Meanwhile, institutional mechanisms, although perhaps the most accessible to victims, inherently lack impartiality.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper used Haiti to illustrate the potential wide-ranging effects that foreign states and NSAs can have on human rights and the broader need, and emerging efforts, to strengthen accountability of these actors. This is particularly relevant within today’s context of global interdependence and the increased role of NSAs globally.

In this context and given the growing recognition of states’ ETOs and NSAs’ human rights responsibilities, the availability of effective redress and accountability mechanisms is essential to hold these actors accountable for human rights harms created by their past and present practices. In addition, there is a need to reform current assistance policies and loan structures that negatively impact human rights through the adoption of existing and emerging principles and guidelines in international human rights law.

Attempts to address accountability in more recent years demonstrate a recognition that this is a persistent issue. In 2012, the UN Human Rights Council endorsed the Guiding Principles on Foreign Debt and Human Rights, which recommended the creation of an international debt workout mechanism to restructure unsustainable debts and resolve debt disputes. Furthermore, former Independent Expert on Foreign Debt and Human Rights Juan Pablo Bohoslavsky supported the 2014 adoption of a General Assembly resolution establishing a multilateral legal framework to regulate the sovereign debt restructuring process, which would “help to fill the current legal void and reduce uncertainty related to debt restructuring.
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processes.” The General Assembly passed another draft resolution in 2015 establishing guiding principles for sovereign debt restructuring processes intended to “increase the stability and fairness of the international financial system.” In his 2018 report, the UN Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights, Philip Alston, criticized the WB, the IMF, and the UN for promoting privatization through neoliberal policies without adequately addressing the potential human rights impact. Similarly, the 2021 Principles for Human Rights in Fiscal Policy, the product of the CESR-led Initiative for Human Rights Principles in Fiscal Policy, recommend that IFIs and states take a human rights-based approach to debt and privatization to ensure that neither impairs the enjoyment of human rights.

A. Debt Relief and the Restoration of Haiti’s Autonomy

The right to an effective remedy, which has been advocated for in the context of the UN-introduced cholera epidemic in Haiti, includes restitution for harms stemming from the actions of foreign states and NSAs. It also includes systemic change that guarantees non-repetition by putting countries in a position where they have equal bargaining power and by limiting the influence of IFIs. While international aid agreements shape a substantial part of Haiti’s domestic policy, the ability of the Haitian people to participate in negotiating these agreements is small, not only because elected officials lack real governmental influence and power, but because the government itself continues to be in a disadvantaged position when negotiating the loan conditions that enable this foreign control. Those entities that influence Haitian policies, such as IFIs, foreign states, and corporate actors, are neither elected by, nor accountable to, the people of Haiti. Directing foreign aid to humanitarian organizations instead of the government and privatizing key basic infrastructure services further
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291 See generally, HLSIHR, IJDH & BAI, supra note 141.
removes power and control from the hands of elected officials and, consequently, the people as ultimate rights holders.

Any future engagement from foreign actors in Haiti should abide by international human rights law and be centered on human rights, respect for democracy, and the country’s self-determination. The international community needs to reimagine and reform aid practices to shift from an approach that reinforces pre-existing power structures to one that measurably promotes meaningful and sustainable development in practice.292 In the context of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, an initial effort by the UN Independent Expert on debt and human rights called for an immediate moratorium on sovereign debt repayment for the poorest and most debt-distressed countries.293 This call does not appear to have been fulfilled, with IFIs instead establishing piecemeal solutions to lessen the burden of debt amid the COVID-19 pandemic.294 But more importantly, while initiatives like these are helpful, they are also temporary in nature and do not solve the unequal power relations created by unsustainable debt. Only meaningful debt relief, such as a cancellation of all debt owed by Haiti to multi-development banks, implemented alongside the other recommendations in this Section, would help ensure that Haiti can become an equal partner at the table. Such relief would finally allow the country to take the lead in policy decision-making and to put funds toward social services spending for the population.

In addition, international aid actors should move away from policies that displace the Haitian state, and instead toward those that reinforce


public capacity to confer and protect basic rights and help to support the Haitian people in their fight to build autonomous leadership. These actors should coordinate and cooperate with Haiti by respecting government priorities and supporting government capacity, instead of making unilateral decisions that undercut the Haitian government and public participation therein.\textsuperscript{295} Unilateral decisions keep the elected Haitian Government, and by extension the people that it represents, out of key choices affecting the country—without this input, aid could fail to have a positive impact and can actually make a situation worse.\textsuperscript{296} Decolonizing decision-making at the international level, as rightly proposed by civil society organizations active in the global debt movement,\textsuperscript{297} requires that global governance take into account the legacies of colonialism and differing levels of resources and that IFIs loosen their grip on countries’ macro-economic policies.\textsuperscript{298} This is essential given that these actors are themselves undemocratic in their decision-making structures, with middle and low-income countries, which constitute approximately eighty-five percent of the world’s population, only accounting for approximately forty percent of the vote.\textsuperscript{299}

There are a number of concrete measures that states and IFIs should take to address the significant harms their policies have inflicted on Haiti. First, states and IFIs should ensure the restructuring or total cancellation of foreign debts owed by Haiti. Past debt relief initiatives have included conditions that—just like the loan conditions discussed throughout this article—limited the government’s ability to spend on critical social services and ultimately led to re-accumulated debt.\textsuperscript{300} Debt restructuring or cancellation should be unconditional in order to allow Haiti to rebuild autonomous leadership and restore its self-sufficiency. Effective debt relief can also be an important tool for helping Haiti respond to urgent crises—like natural and climate-related disasters and the COVID-19 pandemic—and can assist in combatting the historical imposition and entrenchment of debt in Haiti.


\textsuperscript{296} See, e.g., Varma et al., supra note 75.

\textsuperscript{297} See e.g., FEMNET & GADN, supra note 292.

\textsuperscript{298} See, e.g., CHRISTIAN AID & CENTER FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS, supra note 292; FEMNET & GADN, supra note 292.

\textsuperscript{299} Lucien & Curtain, supra note 71.

Second, powerful IFI Member States, like the U.S., should approve adequate allocation of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), the IMF’s reserve currency. This is a preliminary, but important, step toward debt relief, as SDRs allow countries that are struggling financially to invest in critical services and infrastructure. Adequate allocation also requires that states and the IMF have a thorough and honest understanding of Haiti’s financial needs, otherwise SDRs will serve only as a band-aid rather than a lifeline.

Third, states and IFIs should stop promoting expenditure limitations and fiscal discipline in conditional loans to Haiti, which already suffers from low levels of spending, so that it can invest much needed funds in social services. Better yet, foreign aid should be provided in the form of grants to end the cycle of aid dependence and promote long-term self-sufficiency.

Finally, foreign donors should direct aid to the government rather than encouraging the use of humanitarian organizations and external aid agencies to deliver aid and essential services. They should also work to ensure that key infrastructure services remain publicly held in an effort to keep states, IFIs, and corporate actors accountable to individuals. This is particularly salient in the Haitian context where over-reliance on private and external aid organizations has made accessing essential services, such as health and education, extremely difficult and precarious.

B. Accountability and Oversight of Foreign Actors

As noted, internal IFI complaint mechanisms are limited and designed to hold IFIs accountable for particular projects based upon a set of principles that do not correspond well with the experiences of individuals whose human rights have been violated. Independent international and domestic accountability mechanisms, meanwhile, present significant procedural hurdles and have been inconsistent in their willingness to hold corporate actors accountable. Unsurprisingly, these mechanisms have produced limited gains in vindicating victims’ rights across the globe. As such, foreign actors should take the following accountability and oversight measures specific to them to ensure systemic change.

First, NSAs should be required to provide reparations for past harms. Furthermore, given some of the previously highlighted promising developments in domestic litigation for redressing harms caused by foreign NSAs, at least in some countries, states should ensure that impacted individuals are able to pursue reparation claims for human rights violations in domestic courts. Both states and NSAs—in this case, banks—should also provide reparations in the form of redress for historical wrongs such as
slavery and colonialism, which were instrumental in indebting Haiti in the first place and starting the vicious cycle of aid dependence.

Second, major state contributors to extraterritorial actors such as global financial institutions, private corporations, and multilateral organizations should exercise democratic control and oversight of these bodies. Such oversight, which should be conducted through a human rights-focused lens, is critical for accountability.

Third, states, IFIs, and corporate actors should adopt recommendations to carry out a thorough human rights impact assessment prior to investing in development projects and providing loans, and should establish an effective monitoring mechanism to assess the impact of their policies. In the same vein, they should consult and utilize the UN Human Rights Council’s Guiding Principles on Human Rights Impact Assessment of Economic Reforms and Guiding Principles on Foreign Debt and Human Rights as general frameworks in approaching structural adjustment policies, economic reforms, and the foreign debt burden.

Finally, foreign actors should develop independent and accessible accountability mechanisms through which communities can report rights violations with respect to policy decisions regarding foreign aid made at the highest levels. This would provide an alternative to the current IFI-created and -controlled mechanisms, which largely fail to hold IFIs accountable.

CONCLUSION

Haiti’s dependence on aid and the ensuing foreign dominance over its affairs is a direct result of colonialist policies and lending practices by foreign states and NSAs, which have led to serious and widespread violations of individuals’ fundamental human rights. These actors are held to several standards under international law regarding the economic, social, cultural and political rights of individuals. They also have ETOs to respect and protect human rights beyond their borders. However, without effective accountability mechanisms, states, IFIs, and corporate actors have not been
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held liable for the harms caused by their policies and practices. Nor have they had to decolonize or otherwise reframe their approach to aid to reflect a more human rights-based outlook that promotes sustainable development. Reforming and strengthening accountability and oversight measures is critical to both providing redress for past harms and ensuring that future involvement from states and NSAs in Haiti aligns with international legal obligations regarding human rights and Haiti’s autonomy.